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PRESS RELEASE ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER 

 

Speaker of the House of Representatives Anġlu Farrugia inaugurates an art exhibition entitled I 

Deserti Bianchi by Maestro Walter Coccetta 

 

This morning, Speaker Anġlu Farrugia inaugurated an art exhibition entitled I Deserti Bianchi by 

renowned Italian artist Maestro Walter Coccetta. 

 

Dr Farrugia said that, through their works, artists share their sentiments, thoughts and values with 

society. This interaction through art leads people to share together the ups and downs of human life, 

moments of happiness and sorrow, tragedies, and hopes for a better livelihood. These are daily 

human experiences which can be identified in the artworks of Maestro Coccetta, notably in his 

series entitled Sarajevo, I Cecchini (Snipers), I Campi minati (The Minefields), Le Ricostruzioni 

(The Reconstruction  - A new beginning) and I Deserti Bianchi (Migrants). 

 

The climax of human tragedy is death. Sarajevo is a European centre of cultural diversity, where 

West meets East, and Christianity and Islam converge.  We recall Sarajevo as the place of the 

martyrdom of the innocent because of the disrespect shown towards one another, and the lack of 

recognition of the fundamental rights and freedoms of the individual, particularly the rights of 

ethnic minorities. 

 

Dr Farrugia also spoke on migrants who are seeking a better livelihood in Europe as they are 

displaced from their homeland because of conflicts. He called on governments to extend solidarity 

towards the poor and the meek, and displaced people. He also said that conflicts breed further 

hatred, and that just peace and reconciliation help to overcome differences and bring people 

together. 

 

As 2018, the year when Valletta becomes a European Capital of Culture, is fast approaching, the 

House of Representatives wishes to be amongst those centres in the city where people interrelate in 

a peaceful urban setting contributing in a meaningful manner towards the well-being of our 

societies. 

 

I Deserti Bianchi is the second art exhibition by Maestro Walter Coccetta in Malta. His last 

exhibition in Malta and Gozo dates back to 1999. During this morning’s inauguration, Prof. Giorgio 

Di Genova and Professor Riccardo Martignioni, renowned Italian scholars of the history of art, 

introduced the exhibition.  I Deserti Bianchi is open for public viewing at the Foyer of the House of 

Representatives, up to Monday 27 June 2016 (from 09.00 to 17.00 during weekdays including 

Saturday, and from 09.00 to 12.30 hours on Sundays). 


